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To,
The PIO,
DCP of Delhi Police( South-West),
Sector — 19 Dwarka, New Delhi-1 10075.
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441 DCP-4.15W

Sub:- Information under RTI act 2005.

Kindly refer to my complaint dated 27/06/17 regarding illegal online withdrawal of
money from my bank account in SBI Kapashera, New Delhi address to SHO Kapashera vide
their Dy no.46 B and a copy of the same handed to your office by hand on the same date.
It is pertinent to mention that Mobile No. 7644894506 and 7209490595 from which I
received the call ar sill in working order.
Kindly provide the following information under RTI act 2005 and an IPO of RslO/enclosed herewith as fees for the same.
1. Please indicate the daily progress made on my application so far i.e. when did my
application reach which officer, for how long it stay with that officer and what did
he/she do during that period (provide copy of file noting by the officers also be
provide)?
2. Please give the names and designation of the officials/officers who were supposed to
take action on my application.
3. Please give the names and designation of the officials who were supposed to take
action on my application and who have not done so.
4. What action would takes against the official/officers for not doing their work and for
causing harassment to the public. By when would that action be taken.
5. Please provide the copy of action taken report on the complaint by the concerned
authority.
6. By when action would be taken on my complaint now.
7. Please provide the copy of status report of the complaint.
8. Please provide the copy of file noting by the Hon'ble DCP /officers on the complaint.
With Regards,
Your sincerely,
Dipanshu Yadav S/O Sunil Yadav,
H.No.349, Rao Fateh singh Marg,
Kapashera, New Delhi 110097.
Mobile no. 9312216028.
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